CARTRIDGE AND FILTER REFERENCE CHART

COMPACT AIR™ PAPR FOR USE WITH NORTH FACEPIECES AND HOODS

The Compact AIR™ PAPR is available to use with North Tight Fitting Facepieces or North Primair Series Hoods. The Call-Out and Bottom Assembly is available in a standard and decon versions.

TIGHT FITTING FACEPIECES FOR USE WITH NORTH COMPACT AIR PAPR

Adapts to North’s air-purifying facepiece series listed on the opposite page (7700 and 5500 Series half masks, 7600 and 5400 Series full facepieces)

LOOSE FITTING FACEPIECES AND HOODS FOR USE WITH NORTH COMPACT AIR PAPR

North offers both a loose fitting facepiece and full hood giving you the option to choose the right protection for your application. Both versions feature a headgear to provide the user a secure fit. The headgear also directs the air to the front and over the nose, eliminating fogging and increasing wearer comfort.

PRIMAIR™ LOOSE FITTING FACEPIECE

The Primair Plus is a full hood with a lower half to allow users to tuck the hood under their garments to valve cooling. The strong retention strap is available in “Type A” to use in environments with particulates only or “Type B” with a coating for additional protection from chemical splash. Both styles are available so users can select the best length that is best for their height and work needs.

PRIMAIR PLUS™ HOOD

The Primair Plus Full Hood is comfortable and lightweight, offering a “Type B” filter cartridge. The wide viewing area and side mounted canister connection is available in “Type A” with a filter cartridge for use in environments with particulates only and “Type B” with a coating for additional protection from chemical splash.

CBRN GAS MASK

The 54501CBRN Gas Mask is comfortable and lightweight, offering a “Type B” filter cartridge. The wide viewing area and side mounted canister connection is available in “Type A” with a filter cartridge for use in environments with particulates only and “Type B” with a coating for additional protection from chemical splash.

RIOT CONTROL GAS MASK

The 54401RCP100 responder and riot control Gas Mask is the economical choice for police, responders and firefighters. The single, front mounted cartridge provides an even match distribution for better balance. NIOSH Approved for use with the 40RCP100 canister.
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